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When a publishing company is about to go out of business after having published too many 
advanced (and hence unsaleable) mathematics books, it may be well advised to regain some of 
its lost cash flow by publishing books in statistics. From a marketing point of view, statistics 
books can be classed with cookbooks and mystery books: they have an assured market. their 
intellectual requirements are modest, and the texts are often carbon copies of each other. 
From a buyer’s point of view. the decision to spend the $40 a poor fellow is allowed every 
month for sciences on a statistics book appears as a wise one, at least on the surface. The 
book is likely to be easy to read, the material seems to have applications, and it will be easy 
for the reader to publish research papers in the subject. Thus, we may expect that as the for- 
tunes of pure mathematics decline the sorts of statistics will rise. Anyone who wants to make a 
fast buck out of an undergraduate education in mathematics (that is, 90% of all our majors) 
now has the choice between statistics and computer science. It looked for a while like com- 
puter science was about to wipe out statistics altogether, but the tables are turning again. 
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